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ABSTRACT 
Nature is mainly a tool to simile, praise, or high eulogy of the beloved body or a tool to state the ethical 

and philosophical issues in the classic Persian poem. It is a tool to provide service to human. The lasting 

formula of narcissus = eyes, flowers = sweetheart’s face, violet = hair, and cypress = height are 

frequently repeated in such a view and take advantage of the components of nature in our classic poem. 

The objective of this research is illustration in Sohrab Sepehri’s poems. The methodology of this research 

is descriptive-analytical, and data was collected by librarian method and taking note, internet, and books 

and articles. Various pictures of free nature and garden were used with proper allegory and descriptions 

arisen from the unique Iranian gardens beside the specific descriptions of the constitutional elements of 

these gardens, time passing, using senses in Sohrab Sepehri poems in this research which were explained 

in this research summarily.  
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Introduction  
The mentioned world by Sohrab is the one which understating dos not need any cause and effect. In his view, all the 

natural manifestations are the signals to perceive and understand the world. He knows a green leaf enough to 

understand the world and knows it as a „verse‟. Sohrab poems can‟t be solely examined in studying his works, but 

his thought should be studied as a mystic of conduct, painter, and poet at the same time to achieve an all-dimension 

result. Sohrab's mysticism has substantial differences with the past mysticism of Iran in spite of some verbal and 

spiritual similarities and is considered a combination of Indian and Far Eastern mysticism and Islamic mysticism. 

Interest in the nature and naturalism, searching for the domain of extensive knowledge but alive and not the western 

romanticism system, meditation and Zen thinking and human view of nature and natural view of man are the aspects 

of Sepehri‟s mysticism. Sepehri explored the world around him and nature and sought to reach God. He tried to find 

a correct relationship with his world and its elements to reach unity with nature from various paths similar to the 

eastern mysticism that an individual loses himself in the absolute natural sense to find his meaning to be unified with 

the nature reference. He will reaches happiness at that time. The frequent use of the terms of tree, water, rain, moon, 

spring, sea, sky, lawn, hen, travel, tradition, lotus flower, perception, light, and so on, have all been influenced by 

his naturalistic sense and his impression from the thoughts of Buddhist mysticism. He alerts to today people that 

neglected the simple life in the nature, sun and moon tough, listening to the birds‟ sounds, the whispers of springs 

and colorful paintings of nature and can‟t feel the joy of sinking and unifying with the nature and instead live in 

cities with geometric growth of cement, iron, stone, whose roofs are empty of pigeons that they have been alienated 

from the realities of their lives and themselves. Everything in this universe of "inanimate objects, plants, animals, 

and man" is all manifestations of a truth. The traces of Japanese and Chinese paintings can be seen in his tree-

themed oil paintings, whose dense rows linearly cover part of the white space of the painting, such spots in a single 

vacuum. Sohrab improvised by eliminating the knowledge of painting in his paintings. Then, he deals with the 

material manifestations of things in its single expression and only a sign of remembrance of the world outside the 

human. Sohrab's painting was a simple and spontaneous event such as an oasis in the desert. It was an accurate and 

clear self-image. The main them of Sepehri works was the simplified form of nature. He had accustomed his eyes 

only to seen the main lines. Trees were the most important works of Sepehri. When he drew a tree, it was not a tree 
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of tomato or apple. He deals with the type of tree not its position, shadow, or varied color. The formation sense and 

absolute color was important for him. There is soil in all works of Sepehri. He loves soil. He loves territory (as he 

says I hear the inhale of garden, and the sound of darkness, when it falls from a leaf - and the sound of a light cough 

from behind a tree - the sneezing of water from every crack in the rock - the chirping of swallows from the roof of 

spring). The general feature of Sepehri's poems is having a delicate language, delicate fantasies, and beautiful 

images, creating and using poetic symbols that are specific to him, and finally mystical and philosophical themes 

and concepts. Therefore, some part of Sepehri‟s works is poems in the simple words that can be understood by 

public, but some other parts used very high imagination, philosophical and mystical thoughts with unknown and 

sophisticated compounds which have its specific readers who are familiar with the poem technics and knowledge, 

and the effective mythical and philosophical thoughts on sepehri‟s poem. Sohrab is a poet of nature and praises it. In 

his poems, he depicts the elements of nature in such a way that it gives the reader a feeling of being in the text of 

nature and he calms down with this feeling. He is like a mirror to nature that reflects its truths to others. His poems 

have poetic, original, and colorful images. Some people believe in this principle in Sohrab Sepehri‟s poems that that 

he transferred his message to the viewer with his awareness and presence in the world of image and visual arts and 

understanding the concepts in the language of image elements. His hints appeals about the subjects because of his 

awareness and dominance on the perception that humans gain by eye contact and elements communications of 

images. It means that the relationships of colors, lines, highlights in the nature and building of objects and sense of 

streaming in them, combination of these elements in addition to the factors of rhythms, space, tie, movement, 

gender, and texture beside each other in a combination provide a feeling to the viewer. The main feature of Sepehri's 

poetry is illustration. Sepehri is an illustrator poet. This is the result of his naturalism, which is in line with his 

intellectual attitude. Sepehri is fascinated by the specific type of mysticism which is so-called natural mysticism. If 

the ancient myth immersed them in God, Sepehri poem immersed them in nature with a mystical vision, and when it 

is immersed in nature to such an extent, it provides the basis for the images of its poetry. Sohrab is fluctuated 

between the nature and super nature.  Sohrab has a humanist look toward nature and natural view. He always gives 

spirit to his poems and changes the material to the soul. All objects talk and dance in his poems. He finds the 

symbols in his poem from the nature. In his first poetic period, nature is completely absent. In the green volume he 

reaches complete unity with nature. The symmetry of spirituality and nature with each other is such that they are 

inseparable no longer. In the poem we nothing, we look, his unity with nature reaches to the step that there is no 

distance and nature and walker are replaced. In Sohrab Sepehri poem, Kashf al-Abyat, about garden and its 

descriptions studies the illustration of garden in his poem that first Kashf al-Abyat was finished. Kashf al-Abyat and 

its classification are in 4 steps as follows: first, searching words (with separation of 7 poetries as poem to poem) A- 

garden and its belongings/yard/green garden/ flower garden/…. 

B- Garden and yard ingredients/ main and secondary elements; 

C- Nature relevant elements/ main and secondary elements; 

Second step is classification of the searched words based on the type of elements: trees/fruits/flowers/ birds and 

insects/ seasons/other elements 

Third step: studying the garden and the used traits in each collection and the used elements to describe the garden 

for each poem. 

Fourth step: summary of all the mentioned cases in whole poetry. For example, the collection of “Debris of Sun” 

Various interpretations of garden were examined in Sepehri‟s poems in the next step and generally the following 

results were obtained: real description of house - garden - real description of house - rural garden - real description 

of Taj Mahal garden / Neshat garden / Hanging garden - garden as childhood - garden as childhood / allegory of 

house - garden as world - garden as stage of life - garden as a home in journey - garden as a home in journey: 

annihilation - garden as a shadow of the eternal paradise - garden as a picture of the promised paradise - garden as a 

memory of the paradise of man – Time garden / symbol of the passage of time - garden as the world of East and 

West, example: real description of the house – garden (Ziyaei, 1994. P: 20).  

Our garden was on the side of the shadow of wisdom. Out garden was the palce of ting sense and plant. Our garden 

was the point of contacting look, cage, and mirror, our garden was maybe an arc of the green circle of blessing. The 

unripe fruit of God in that day was searched in my dream. I drunk water without any philosophy. I picked berries 

without knowledge. Whenever a pomegranate got crack, the hand was thirsty of asking. As he sang, his chest burned 

with pleasure. Sometimes alone, you stick your face behind the window. Enthusiasm came, hands felt around his 

neck. Thought, he was playing. Life was something like an eve rain, a plane tree. Life at that time was a line of light 

and dolls, an armpit of freedom. Life at that time was a pool of music. The garden house is questionable. The house 

was a dense shadow place. The plants in it are associated with emotion. Home - garden is a place that allows humans 

to experience nature and existence; science and philosophy of an intuitive understanding induces from the existence 

to human. All emotions of human are used in house-garden. Sound of birds awakens the eagerness of hearing in 
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human. Sound of water in the pond plays a soft music for life. Birds such as starlings invade the garden trees in the 

spring, including sycamores, and their voices fill the garden. Living at home - the garden allows the child to play 

and this freedom in the garden creates a memory for him/her. This passage from the poem is a reference to the poet's 

childhood, according to the garden of life in which there is a burden of ambiguity: that is both the real garden and 

the childhood garden. The garden and its descriptions in the poetry of Sohrab Sepehri; Descriptive elements of the 

garden in Sepehri's poetry and in the next stage, descriptive elements of the garden in Sepehri's poems were 

extracted and their description was examined: 

Trees: generally tree / seedling / plant; specifically:  

maple/ acacia/ pomegranate/ fig/ willow/ Tabrizi/ raspberry/ berry/ sycamore/ apricot/ poplar/cedar/ elm/ cypress/ 

apple/ chard/ boxwood /poplar/ pine /pear/ grape/ orange/ elm. 

Fruits: generally fruit and specifically: pomegranate /fig/grape/ quince/orange /raspberry/ apricot/ apple/ pear/ 

orange/ peach 

Example: pomegranate: pomegranate seeds: it is found in the Mediterranean and the Near East, India and beyond. It 

is a widespread symbol of fertility and abundance. The pomegranate was the symbol of the Greek goddesses 

Demeter/Ceres/Persephone and Hera/Juno. It was thought that it awakens the sexual instinct and causes pregnancy. 

Therefore, pomegranate is known related to the goddesses of fertility. This secured human periodic return to the 

underworld and the next period of nature's death and rebirth. The pomegranate, as a Christian symbol of resurrection 

and immortality, is derived from this myth and can be seen in the hands of Jesus as a child. In addition, it is a 

symbol of chastity for Christians. Pomegranate is one of the fruits of the sacred tree and the sign of Hariti witch that 

is related to Buddhist legends who swallowed his/her children until the Buddha treated him by eating pomegranate 

based on legends. Pomegranate is shown as a woman hugged a child in Buddhist art in the Far East, and the infertile 

Japanese women called it “Ki Shi Mujin”. Pomegranate is a symbol of belief and is widely shown on paintings on 

pottery in China. A picture of a pomegranate, which has been opened to show its seeds, is presented as a popular gift 

at weddings, which expresses these wishes to hope to have children as many as the pomegranate seeds in future 

(Torabi, 1996, p: 85).  

I tried a pomegranate (symbolic culture of signs in East and West), its expansion slipped past this basket (sound of 

meeting) or: each pomegranate spread its color to the land of the Persians (sound of meeting) or: I make 

pomegranate seeds I say to my heart that was good if people heart were visible like the seeds of pomegranate 

(simple color).  

Flowers: generally are flower/thorns/buds/, specifically: satin / chamomile / ivy / pennyroyal / chrysanthemum / 

gladiola / lily / stocks / clover / anemone / geranium/ yellow flower / rose / ice flower / nasturtium / tulip / clove / 

narcissus / jasmine. Example: jasmine flower, drops are streaming, snow on the shoulder of silence and time on the 

jasmine spine. 

Birds and insects: generally: bird/chicken/ insect; specifically: quail / feather / swallow / Eurasian hoopoe / warbler / 

shorebird / crow / starling / rollers / finches / parrot / canary / partridge / pigeon / dove / crow / sparrow / stork / 

duck / scopes owl / lapwing / bustard. Example: scops owl is a type of owl exiting its home at night for food and 

prey and its sound is like the pronunciation of the word “Haq”. It is slightly larger than a pigeon and has a pinkish 

gray head and feathers, and a yellow belly below. It nests in abandoned places and tree trunks. This bird is very 

useful despite its reputation, because it feeds on small, insidious rodents, and some harmful insects (Jalali, 2005, pL 

43). The wolves sing that the scopes owl is sometimes near me: behind the maples, elm trees and the desert (Eight 

books, address). 

Garden and its description in the poem of Sohrab Sepehri  

A- Time in Sepehri’s garden 

Time in Sepehri‟s garden has been analyzed in several issues. Seasons and their changes, day, night, and their 

descriptions and illustrations are the studied cases: Time in Sepehri‟s garden: seasons/ change of seasons. Example: 

an individual should say something about this patient presence with the gradual trips to the garden. An individual 

should understand this volume, translate his hands for the surrounding heart beats, and a drop of time to drip on the 

face of audience. The travel was not long, swallowing would reduce the amount of time, and the references were 

back to the beginning of intelligence in the interconnection of wind and roof. What happened when you looked to 

the wavy “Jujrood” from the height of summer that harvests the green dream of starling? And the season was 

harvesting season. The season book was turned by sitting a starling on the branch of cedar, and the first line was 

that: life is the colorful neglect of one minute of "Eve". Barn swallow is the symbol of spring arrival. As the days get 

longer in the spring, the time feels slower. The sound of the wind in the gables awakens man. Starlings interrupt the 

dream of spring, because autumn is coming with their arrival. The change of seasons warns man that he owes his life 

to the negligence of the air. In this beautiful poem, he shows the passage of seasons with birds and their movement. 

Time in Sepehri‟s garden: seasons / winter yard - time in Sepehri‟s garden: seasons / autumn yard - time in Sepehri‟s 
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garden: night and day/Night. Example: it was midnight, from the turbulence of the fruit, the design of the trees 

became strange. The wet filament of our sleep was wasted. Then, it was morning in the wet entrails of the elm 

garden. 

B- Senses in Sepehri’s garden 

Senses in Sepehri‟s garden and its description manner were examined in the last step. Example: but the spring is still 

confused, and the smell of picking disappears from the wind, and the sense of touch behind the dust is orange and 

under anesthesia. Who knows where my solitude is at this point in the season in this colorful struggle? The forest 

does not yet know its innumerable dimensions. The leaf is still riding the first letter of the wind. The human is still 

saying something to the water, and there is an argument going on in the grassy atmosphere, and there is the vague 

presence of human behavior in the orbit of the dove-wing resonant tree. A buzzing sound comes and I am the only 

audience of the winds of the world and the rivers of the world teach only to me the secret of fading. 

C- Tree in the poems of Sohrab Sepehri 

Tree interprets the origin of nature and life path in various nations‟ myths as well as in Quran that each letter or 

surah of it letter by letter and term by term. One of the most beautiful surah of Quran bout creation is “the surah of a 

tree that has been extensively reflected in myths of nations. What is the mystery of the tree that is still considered 

sacred by many tribes, and what is the reason for this amazing phenomenon being associated with humans? In early 

mythology, the tree is the symbol of the universe and creation, the radiant tree that rises from the depths of the 

oceans and the center of the earth and connects heaven and earth, the ancient myth of the sacred marriage of heaven 

and earth. This tree is often seen overthrown, i.e. its roots are in heaven (Alawite world and heaven) and its branches 

are on earth and is a symbol of life and symbolically is the ladder of ascension from Nasut (the world for human) to 

Lahut (the world for God) (Ardestani Architecture, 2007, p. 125). The Greeks believed in the existence of a kind of 

lord called "Daryad", who lives in forests and is the custodian of trees and groves (Butles, 1374, p. 26). The tree 

defines and establishes the "time" in Chinese mythology, because the tree symbolizes life evolving and evolving, 

and thus is always on the verge of renewal. 10 suns appear in the sky based on a myth. After washing in the lake of 

light valley, the ten suns sit on a branch of the Fu-Sang tree or the tree of deception. The movement of the sun 

begins from this tall branch of the tree of deception. Each sun makes its way to the sky after rising from the high 

branch of the tree and drives the chariot forward until the sunset descends to the top of Mount Yen-Zoo. Yen-Zoo is 

located in the far west, and the dragons that carry the sunset wheel rest on the Yen-Zoo peak after removing the 

yoke. There is also a lake on the summit of Yen-Zoo, and a tree called Zoveh grows on its side (Hoghughi, 1992, p: 

52).  

Tree is expressed as a vector of purity in Indian myth: in Gita, Upanishads, it is the unseen and martyrdom world, an 

inverted and eternal tree called "Ashwatah", whose roots are at the top and its branches are at the bottom and pure, it 

is evil and is called the eternal principle. This overturned tree mostly means axis-mundi world axis in the center of 

the earth. Gita uses the allegory of the overturned tree to show the relationship between the creator and creature. 

Tree, Ashwatah is explained in Gita: it talks about the eternal Ashwatah. A tree with roots up and branches down, 

and two da has are its leaves. It branches are up and its head is downwards. It means it roots in the humans‟ world 

and tied to the human acts. Gita adds that no one knows the beginning and end of its development. The strong root 

of this tree is dug up only by hammer of non-interestingness. Then, he sought the transcendent that when human 

achieves, he will not return to this universe (Falaki, 2009, p. 88). This tree not only represents the world, but also the 

human position in the world. Masoudi mentions a narration about the Sabians according to which Plato said: "human 

is a celestial plant, because it is like an overturned tree whose roots are towards the sky and their branches are 

towards the earth" (Marzban, 2001, 72). Hidansa tribe Indians in North America believed that the Cottonwood tree, 

the largest tree in the upper Missouri valleys, had insight and wisdom and actor of people. The people of Venice in 

East Africa equated throwing a coconut tree with motherhood. Residents of some Philippine islands believe that 

ghosts lived on trees in the past. The remains of belief in tree can be found even in Europe in 20
th

 century. May-tree 

with ma-pole is one of these sentences among European peasants (Bahar, 1997: 43 and 44). In addition, Iranians 

have long considered great importance to the tree based on ancient religious and Quranic beliefs, and ancient myths. 

In that time, one male and one female God were created. This triple was stated less but gods and goddesses came 

into being both in them and in their heavenly place. After so long days, two gods named "Izanagi" and "Izanami" 

finally came into being. "Izanagi" was male and meant attractive man, and "Izanami" was female and meant 

attractive woman. Then Izanagi and Izanami descended from the sky through a bridge, often called a rainbow. In 

addition, "Izanagi" plunged his spear into the early ocean and it was dipping from the the tip of his spear after 

withdrawing it, and the island of Tono-Corvia came into being by its hardening (Bulghari, 2005: 122). 

The Australian tribes of Melbourne believed that the first hunaman was created from the silk tree. Based on the 

popular myth in India and China, humankind was destroyed in the storm, except for two young humans, a brother, 

and a sister who miraculously survived the battle in a pumpkins, then married. Although they hated it, and the young 
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woman gave birth to a pumpkin, and human races emerged from the seeds of the pumpkin that were sown on the 

mountains and plains. The same story is found in India with little changes. In this story, people announced the wife 

of Sagaray King that she will have 60 thousand sons that she gave birth to a pumpkin with 60 thousand seeds. 

Inheriting from the Indian fig tree and the banana tree is another mythical belief of the Indian tribes and the tribes of 

Madagascar (Naseri, 1975, p. 153). 

The myth of originating from plants is popular like other nations in the ancient Iran with an added element which is 

miserable death (getting killed) of Kiyumars. It is written that “when Kiyumars was killed, he had seeds that were 

purified by sun. They were protected by God Narivsang that was assigned as a prophet by Ahurmazd. In addition, a 

part of seeds were accepted by Spandarmaz, the protecting God for earth and the daughter of Ahuramazda. That 

seed was on the earth for 40 years. After 40 years, a one-column, fifteen-leaf, one-column, "Mahli, and Mehlian" 

(loving and kind in his Indian language) rose from the ground. Every paradise is a tree and every tree has a name 

that is called paradise with that tree. The eight heavens are: existence, temperament, intellect, creation, light, God, 

meeting. Adam and Eve were forbidden from the tree of temperament in the second paradise, and they were 

forbidden from the tree of reason because they entered the third paradise (Hoghughi, 1992, 28). Moreover, Touba is 

a sacred tree which is paradise based on Quranic interpretations. “Touba is a shading tree such as the cosmic tree 

whose branches and roots are extended from the east to the west. It is a heaven tree with the ruby, golden, and sunny 

fruits shining on its above (Simorgh) and the clear springs are streaming beneath it. This tree is similar to Iliyeh tree 

Brahmanism and is somehow similar to the all-seed tree (Heroispy Vispubish)”. It is written in Kashf Al-Asrar: “The 

Holy Prophet (PBUH) saw it on the night of Ascension that the great light was shining on it” (Ashuri, 2000, 231). 

Ayn al-Quzat Hamadani identifies the olive tree, Sedra al-Muntaha and Touba, and the tree that grew in Jabal 

Mousa and is mentioned in the Holy Qur'an, and recognizes them at the end of this world and interprets them in the 

light of Muhammad: now, listen, [white] star lit from [the oil of] a blessed olive tree, neither of the east nor of the 

west, whose oil would almost glow even if untouched by fire (Nur, verse 35). Dear unobtrusive, the time knows this 

tree in the world. They know that this tree is also in heaven. Damn! Be to see the Tuba tree, then you will know 

which is the tree of the Sidra Al-Munta is and which is the olive tree. The origin of all is the same. It has many 

names. Sometimes is called trees and sometimes is called Jabal Mousa, the trees that came out of Jabal Mousa 

(Momen, 20). It takes you to the olive tree and you know that which one is Jabal Mousa now look at the mountain 

(Araf/ 143). Ibn Abbas says look at the light of Muhammad and knows the light of Muhammad as a mountain that 

all the antion is his light. It was said the concept of the birth of Brahma (ie, the birth of Brahma according to the 

Puranas) in mythology corresponds to the decorative theme of the underground stem that rises from the sign of 

water is called Ubajaja which means born of lotus which was born from the belly button of Vishnu. The secret of 

lotus (or underground stem) that rises from the sea water (or the symbol of water) shows the origin or issuance 

source of the universe. In this image, water is a symbol of something that is not arrived yet i.e. the world of crimes 

and the world of scarcity and concealment, and the flower secret is the symbol of manifestation and occurrence of 

the universe (Sobhani, 1993: 131). Lotus is a flower that was created since the beginning and is the origin of the 

world. Lotus is the manifestation of the sun rising from the waters of the initial turbulence. The lotus is light flower, 

a lasting manifestation, its blossom means the expansion of enlightenment, and it is a symbol of a wonderful man 

with a divine birth. The lotus means the earth of the universe that breaks in the waters of endless possibilities. It is 

the sun matrix, opens by sunrise, and closes by sunset, and this is the new manifestation of the sun revival. 

Therefore, lotus is the manifestation of all enlightenment, creations of fertility, rebirth, immortality, and perfection 

of beauty (Siyahpush, 1997, p: 96). This lotus brings the rebirth for the poet, blossomed his talents, and linked his 

stem to the principle of humanity, in the poem “lotus claims that this plant has made the enlightenment and 

revelation plant in it”. The lotus means spiritual blossom, because its roots are in the mud and it grows upwards and 

its flowers grow under the sunlight and the brightness of the sky, its root is a symbol of permanence and its stem is 

the umbilical cord that connects man to his origin. The lotus stem is a symbol of the spiritual peak that is sacred to 

the Buddha, as the appearance of the Buddha is depicted as a flame emanating from the lotus, and this flame means 

divine revelation. The high frequency of the lotus in Sohrab's poem shows his attention to the secret relationships 

between trees and plants and plant-descent of humankind: the roof of the porch collapses and the lotus stem wraps 

around all the pillars / which reckless wind / brought the seed of this lotus to my dream land? / Lotus and willow / its 

stem woke up from my vivid sleep / I was in a dream / the wakening flood arrived (Sepehri, 1984: 119, 120). 

All particles of my prayer are crystallized/ I say my prayers when the wind proclaims adhan from the minaret of the 

cypress tree. I say my prayers after the takbirat al-Ihram of grass/ After the qad qamat of waves/ My Kaaba is on the 

water's edge / My Kaaba is under the acacias / My Kaaba is like a breeze, it goes from garden to garden, it goes from 

city to city, our garden was on the side of the shadow of knowledge /our garden was the place of ting sense, plant, 

etc. (Sepehri, 1984, 272-274).  
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We see symbols of God arrival in plants even in Vedic texts. In addition to āšvātā which is the secret of the universe 

- the roots are in the air and the branches are below and the hymns of Veda are its leaves, and whoever knows that 

tree, actually knows Veda. Other manifestations of God in plants can be seen in those Vedas texts which indicate the 

popular religious experience of people. It means the old rules are objectively preserved in it (Abedi, 1996, p: 54). 

The plant is the place of God and then the garden becomes the place of manifestation of God at the beginning of the 

poem. This garden is in the shadow of knowledge where plants and feelings are tied. The combination of a tree, a 

flower, and a garden reminiscent of the forbidden fruit connects myths with religions based on the interpretations of 

the fruit of knowledge. The stocks flower is a symbol of purity and innocence and a reminder of heaven. Pine is the 

symbol of immortality and everlasting, and as it appears from some ancient roles, Mitra (God of the Sun) was born 

from pine. The "rose" is mysteriously similar to the lotus, it has the symbol of heavenly perfection and earthly 

suffering, it is both eternity and life, the rose is the symbol of the divine light of the universe and the loneliness of 

the Buddha's behavior, under the hanging branches of the tree and peace, The Buddha's conduct and humility, and 

finally hardship: it is similar to the stiffness of the tree trunk and the stubbornness of the Buddha in the way of truth. 

The poet connects us with the Krishnamurti School that Krishna preached under the tree of the Banyan (Bengal figs) 

by planning a trip to the tropics and talking about the "Banyan". Banyan or Bengal fig is one of the sacred trees of 

India. Its aerial roots form a new trunk when they reach the ground. However, it is understood from the next 

hemistichs of poem that the poet refers to the Banyan as temple figs or Boya Pipal, which is different from Bengal 

figs. Furthermore, the Buddha reached the light and wisdom under the fig tree of the temple. In general, the fig tree 

is also considered sacred in the Holy Qur'an, to the extent that it is sworn to, as well as olive, and Jabal Mousa. (Tin 

surah: 1). In East Asia, the fig tree plays an important role in cultivating the soul and includes various types of figs, 

including temple figs or Banyan (Indian figs) and the sacred figs of botanists. Begun Gita Upanishads Ibn Sarmadi 

Fig is the cosmic tree that connects the earth to the sky. This type of tree plays the same role in Buddhism. The 

"Paleh" that was illuminated at the foot of the Buddha is the same Buddha tree with the axis of the universe. This 

tree symbolizes the person of the Buddha in early iconography, and the Buddha is mixed with various forms of this 

axis (Hosseini and Khamush, 1992, p: 40).  

Of course, it is probable that Sohrab considered both Krishnamurti and the Buddha, especially since Krishnamurti's 

followers considered him the incarnation of the Buddha. It is written in Indian myth that “Siddharth did not return 

home but had not yet been enlightened after seven years of displacement. Siddharth was older than 35. Siddharth 

arrived in Magdeh country and decided to make every effort to attain enlightenment. Near Raver Uvula city, he sat 

cross-legged under the light tree that was his twin and decided to stay there until the sunrise (Azad, 1995: 131). 

Unity is therefore the manifestation of eternal life. It is the symbol of the green soul, immortal and eternal, and the 

manifestation of divine mercy that testifies to the genuine awakening. Therefore, the tree is clearly the manifestation 

of truth similar to Jabal Mousa that God appears on Mousa. So, there is a close relationship between God and tree 

and a connection point. We should reach to the meeting point to God. To their interconnection point, and this 

perception is possible by our eyes and minds. The look should be purified from any dust to be able to see God and 

tree interconnection. However, Anshani's poem is the culmination of this connection. In this mysterious poem, a 

passerby asks a question and asks the address of the friend. Undoubtedly, the close friend is God and the passerby is 

a walker to pass 7 stage to which can to be unlike the seven stages of conduct. Sepehri in his poem counts 7 

addresses for friend home: 1- white poplar, 2- garden alley, 3- loneliness flower, 4- fountain of earth myths and clear 

fear 5- intimacy of the fluid of space 6- child on pine 7- light nest. The first symbol to reach the friend is white 

poplar. A tall tree with white cotton leaves and a white stalk (light presenting). White poplar can be considered as a 

permissible part for nature, because other signs given by passerby also remind the nature to the reader: garden alley, 

whole, water spring, "pine", and "chicken nest". The poet begins with the poplar, which is a sacred tree and a 

symbol of height and immortality, and reaches the nest of light, which is a metaphor of kingdom and power. The 

light nest is located on top of a tall pine tree and is the last desirable house, shows the combination of tree and light 

better. Actually, light nest which is the center of divinity is the initial place of divine knowledge and manifestation 

of pure life that is associated with the pine, and is a symbol of truth, life force, the manifestation of immortality, 

truth, and the symbol of ascension. 

 

Illustration technics  

The illustrator skills technic is in various executions by which the illustrator create art works and is indicated in the 

relationships with its issue and content. Different subjects need various executive technics. Technics is precisely 

related with the designer thought. The illustrator dominates on various technics is like a translator of various global 

languages. Style is a mental phenomenon related to an individual's point of view, while technique is associated with 

how it is executed and the quality of the materials. The executive technic and the power of the illustrator's hand is a 

subject that is always agreed upon by all experts in art issues, and at first glance, first, the executive quality and 
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beauty of the used technic appear before the thought and idea is seen in the image. If a weak technic is used, the 

illustrator goal and thought will be difficulty transferred to the addresses, because the mentioned image has a 

trembling legs. It will lose its display and ostentation despite having strong idea.  

 

- Mental creativity versus inspiration 

According to Descartes, art is the product of human creativity. Thus, art is an intra-mental thing, not an objective 

thing which is independent of the human mind. In the days of Greek religion, myth, and philosophy, art was either a 

form of invention or anecdote of the universe, or a kind of objective inspiration and development of facts. However, 

in the present age, the source of artistic innovation is also in the subject. Human is the subject (creator of the artistic 

machine). 

- Creativity  

In the new world, genius is a requirement of creativity, and the power of creative genius is worshiped as the power 

of God in the art world. Art and the artist are not subject to any independent artistic rules and wisdom by assuming 

genius. The artist is subject to his personal experience in the creation of art. He is opposed to storytelling. Kant's 

thought is the end of such an idea. Thus, no truth of the work of art remains except the feelings, sensualities, 

fantasies, and mental ghosts of the artist from the inner and outer world. 

- “Criterion of personal sense recognition” 

Aesthetic nature indicates the complete ability of human to distinguish the ugly from the beautiful from. In this 

aspect, beauty is satisfying, and anything that satisfies our taste or mental sensitivity is beautiful. 

The beauty from this view is nothing except mental perception and the resulted pleasure. A beautiful being does not 

come from physical proportions or spiritual perfection as the ancients understood. 

- “Work report”  

I went to see my my supervisor, Dr. Mojtaba Asadi by selecting the project in the 4
th

 term. In the first meeting, he 

asked me what subject I like to select, and I told illustration, and my reasons to select illustration are as follows: 

- In my opinion, illustration provides a more suitable and freer context for presenting the boundless of creativity 

and the emergence of human imagination in comparison to the other units in graphics that I have spent during these 

4 terms. On the other hand, it was proved to me during the first term that my intellectual path and face with 

illustration is similar to them in Mr. Asadi. Thus, the chance of cooperation and activity in this field with him will be 

more pleasant and easier for me.  

1- My excessive interest in this subject  

My supervisor asked me to bring the illustration samples that I did previously with him to my first future meeting to 

help me in selecting the subject of illustration as my main working field.  

We chose the present topic for several reasons (illustration of Sohrab Sepehri's poem by Sohrab Sepehri, part of the 

story of Soodabeh and Siavash) after seeing my old works: 

2- My honorable professor and I believe that Sohrab Sepehri‟s poem is a proper context to provide boundless and 

unlimited creativity because of having its specific fictional, imaginative, and epic context.  

3- Sohrab Sepehri‟s poem is one of the most beautiful, oldest, and most glorious literary works in the world. Thus, 

such a privileged and ancient phenomenon and such a national capital, make us proud, yet respecting to the ancient 

national capital and the great artists of this country. 

Hence, illustration of this story for the teens‟ age group (guidance school students) was the beginning of my work.  

My most important and first task was to go to seen Sohrab Sepehri‟s poem and to find the text of Soodabeh and 

Siyavash story after selecting his poem.  

Therefore, I went to the library to search the story. Then, I searched to convert the text of its order into prose to help 

me better understand the space and subject of the story after reading and copying this part. I selected the parts for 

which I felt closer and provided a better imaginative space for illustration, and began to design after reviewing the 

poem several times. 

Professor Sepehri believed that a lot of attention should be paid to several things in designing these spaces: 

First, the Iranian racial traits and physical characteristics should be mentioned and be reflected to the great extent in 

the work for designing these characters. 

Second, it would was better to reflect the exaggerations of Sohrab Sepehri‟s poem in my illustration work space 

according to the exaggerated aspects of it.  

Third, I „d like to have the main lines of work and its forms spinal and curve to have good alignment with the story 

in Sohrab Sepehri‟s poem with the miniature execution style and very precious art works that were illustrated with 

the main subjects of his poem by miniature method. This was for me to both use the curve lines that are the 

introverted and Iranian lines and have Iranian art spirit in my work.  
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Fourth, this should be noticed in depicting the face of bodies in Sohrab Sepehri‟s poem that men faces were sun-

burned and bulky, bulky bodies to show their superiority and sometimes the criterion of faces aesthetics. 

Fifth: I illustrated the part from the collection of water footprint that I have closer sense of imagination and 

mentality, and feel that they give me chance of better and more attractive space. 

Sixth: it should be mentioned in the in the arrangement of the frames and the placement of the elements as the fold 

in the middle of the page does not cut the story characters and do not damage the elements.  

Seventh: I prevent adding the extra and secondary characters in the story and illustrations to make the focus of 

addresses on the main characters of the story. The dimensions of the initial etudes were reduced from 50 ×70 cm to 

the size of A3 (29.7 ×42 cm) and multiplied in large numbers so that the color etudes stage could be performed 

easily after making little changes in the design of spaces and final confirmation of etudes. According to my 

professor, I was successful in designing the story characters to 90%, and he believed that eyes and eyebrows were 

illustrated correctly, is very effective and vivid, and act effectively to express the sense.  Since the beginning that 

this issue was considered for illustration, personally, I had considered the crayon technic for the final execution of 

the work. Because I believe that this is the best technic to reach the mentioned color maturity and heaviness in 

Sohrab poem in my images. Therefore, all the steps of colored etudes and finally the execution of the work were 

done with this technic. My original colored etudes were very raw because I had been away from illustration and 

painting with crayons for a long time. Therefore, it was increased to 6 or 7 layers of different colors, in some cases 

to 3 or 4 layers of color to get the necessary maturity in the later stages. One by one of the illustrated frames had 4 

main colors with the principal role including red, purple, ocher, and green. The application and reason of use of each 

one are as follow: 

1- Red:  

Red is the the main color of the female character's clothes in Sohrab Sepehri's poems and the space around him up to 

a few centimeters. Thus, red is the best color to show the mood of this character, and its combination with all types 

of green and purple colors to how more maturity and attractive tonalities and light shades of color. 

2- Purple:  

This color was used in the significant coloring around characters in the garden and pub, because this color and its 

various tonalities are one of the main colors. 

3- Green: 

Green is the best color for clothes, youth with purity and prophetic decency of the story because it is a symbol of 

purity and sanctity and has a calmness with a special joy and greenery. The story of Soodabeh and Siyavesh is 

similar to the story of prophet (Saint Joseph and Zuleykha), and the role of Siyavash and his confrontation to the 

story is similar to the conduct of the prophet.  

Coloring the part to part should be different based on the color tonalities, darkness, and lights of images, maturities 

and rawness, and no color should be repeated.  

 The characters‟ surroundings should be darker or much lighter than the character's own colors to show itself well. 

 The further the characters should have lighter colors not to deviate our look to characters.  

 Of a character is seen as a tissue in a frame, it will be in other frames not to damage the coordination and 

consistency.  

 5 frames as a 2 opposite pages in 30×60 cm will be obtained after completing the colorful etudes and arriving to 

the last step of execution.  

- Execution  

The execution will be time-consuming for the big dimensions of task and the delicacy of crayon technic. Each frame 

lasts 3-4 days. In some frames, it became very difficult and in some cases impossible to paint and maintain the 

personality of the face because the size of the faces became so small. The circular movements and very fine and 

small curves of the pencil have been used to color the task which was more time-consuming than method of 

hatching and is very attractive, too. 

I collected data about the studying part and project thesis simultaneous to the initial designs and final execution of 

task. Thus, I searched for various books and internet, but the specialized book in Persian and illustration were few, 

and internet was more proper and easier tool to access them. On the other hand, I had problems because of Covid-

19, and limited time and access to the libraries. My work was with water-color and glitter, I told to my professor that 

I should do what no one has done yet. I conclude after a great amount of research that do it with Razi glue, because 

no one did any research and work with this technic. I selected Sohrab Sepehri‟s poem called “the sound of water 

foot” and illustrated a part to part of this poem and for each paragraph.  

I illustrated in a way that the important characters were selected and I blindly illustrated about anything about these 

characters inside the poem. In execution, I poured Razi glue on my character and put color on the character by 

brush, mixed the color by toothpick. I colored the characters by any color I wanted with these steps. I did them by 
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glitter and watercolor but I didn‟t get the desired result. Then, I decided to execute task by Razi glue and water-color 

that I got the good result.  

The following are some examples of mu illustrations about various poems: 

The town was visible/The geometric growth of cement, iron, stone/Rooftops of hundreds buses void of pigeons/A 

florist putting his flowers on sale/A poet tying a swing between two lilac trees/A boy throwing stones at the school 

wall/A kid spitting on an apricot on his father‟s faded prayer carpet/A goat drinking from the Caspian on a map/A 

clothes-line was visible, an impatient bracelet. 

 
I am a native of Kashan/Time is not so bad to me/I own a loaf of bread, a bit of intelligence, a tiny amount of taste! I 

possess a mother better than the leaf/Friends, better than the running brook; And a God who is nearby/Within these 

gillyflowers, at the foot of yonder lofty oak/ on the stream's awareness, on the plant's law. 

 
I‟m a Muslim: A rose is my qibla/A spring, my prayer-rug, the light, my prayer-stone/The plains, my  mosque/ I 

perform ablutions with the heartbeats of windows. Through my prayer flows the moon, flows the spectrum. Rocks 

are visible through my prayers. All particles of my prayer are translucent. I say my prayers when the wind proclaims 

adhan from the minaret of the cypress tree. I say my prayers after the takbirat al-Ihram of grass/ after the qad qamat 

of waves. 
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My Ka‟ba is beside the brook/My Ka‟ba is beneath the acacia/My Ka‟ba is lid the breeze, blowing from garden to 

garden from one town to another town/My Black Stone is light of the garden. 

 

 
I‟m a native of Kashan/I‟m a painter/Now and then I build a cage by paint, sell it to you to refresh your heart/With 

the song of anemone which is imprisoned in it/What a faint dream, What a dream I know/My music is lifeless/I 

know well, my painting pond contains no fishes 

 

 
I‟m a native of Kashan/ the breeze might go to a plant in India, to an earthenware from Sialk/The breeze may reach a 

prostitute in Bokhara city 
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My father died before twice migrating swallows/Before twice snows/ Before twice sleeping under the 

moonlight/The sky was blue when my father died/Unaware my mother jumped from sleep, my sister grew 

prettier,/When my father died, the constables were all poets/The grocer asked me, “How much melons you want to 

buy?”/I asked him, “How much is the price of one once of contentment?” 

 
My father used to paint/He used to make tars, played the Tar too/He was a calligrapher. 

 

 
Our garden stood on the shadowy side of wisdom/ Our garden was the interweaving point of feeling and plants/Our 

garden was the point where looks Cage and Mirror met/Our garden was perhaps an arc of the green circle of 

happiness/On that day I was munching the unripe fruit of God in my sleep/ I would drink water unphilosophically/I 

picked up mulberries unscientifically 

As soon as the pomegranate cracked hands turned to jets of desire/As soon as the lark sung, the chest burnt from 

delight now and then loneliness rubbed its face against the windowpane/desire would come and put its arms around 
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the sense‟s neck thought played/ Like looked like a vernal rainfall, a plane tree full of starlings/Life then was a line 

of light and doll/ An armful of liberty/ Life then was a pond of music. 

 
Gradually the baby tiptoed away in the alleys of dragonflies/I packed my things and went to a town of light 

thoughts/My heart with the alienation of dragonflies/ I went as to the party thrown by the world/I went to the field of 

sorrow/To the garden of mysticism/I went to the illuminated veranda of knowledge/I mounted the stairs of 

religion/To the end of the doubt‟s alley, 

To the cool air of independence/To the wet night of kindness/I went to visit somebody at the other side of love/I 

went and went up to the woman/To the lamp of pleasure/To the silence of desire/To the loud voice of loneliness. 

 
I saw many things on earth/I saw a child who sniffed the moon/I saw a gateless cage in which light was fluttering a 

flight of stairs that love was mounted to the roof of heaven/I saw a woman pounding light in a mortar/At noon there 

was bread, vegetables, distance of gillyflower in their tables, and a hot bowl of kindness/I saw a beggar who hardly 

begged for the song of the swallow and a garbage man who was praying by the skin of a melon 

 
I saw lambs that were eating balloons/I saw an ass that understood the alfalfa/in the pasturage of advice I saw a well-

fed cow/  
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I saw a poet addressing the lily as “your highness”/I saw a book whose words were all made of crystal a paper made 

of spring A museum far from the grass/A mosque far distant from water/I saw the bed of a disappointed theologian, 

a picture full of questions/I saw a mule loaded with compositions/A camel loaded with an empty basket of advice 

and proverbs/I saw a scholar loaded with “tanana-ha-yahu” 

 

 
I saw a train transporting light/I saw a train transporting jurisprudence and how heavy it moved/a train was 

transporting policies (and how empty it was?)/I saw a train transporting the seeds of water lily and the song of 

canary/And an airplane whose windowpane at that elevated height/Displayed dust/The hoopoe‟s crest/ Spots on the 

butterfly‟s wing/A frog‟s reflection in the pond/And the passage of a fly in the alley of solitude/I saw the bright 

desire of a sparrow when she was descending to the ground from the plane tree/And the maturity of sun/And the 

beautiful copulation of the doll and down 

 

 
I saw a flight of stairs leading to the hotbed of lust/To the cellar of alcohol/To the law of rose‟s decay/To the 

understanding of the arithmetic of life/To the rooftops of revelation/To the platform of illumination/Down below/ 

My mother was washing the cups in the memory of river 
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The town was visible/The geometric growth of cement, iron, stone/Rooftops of hundreds buses void of pigeons/A 

florist putting his flowers on sale/A poet tying a swing between two lilac trees/A boy throwing stones at the school 

wall/A kid spitting on an apricot on his father‟s faded prayer carpet/A goat drinking from the Caspian on a map/A 

clothes-line was visible, an impatient bracelet 

 

 
A cartwheel that pined for the horse to stop/The horse pining for the cartman to sleep/The cartman pining for death/ 

Love was visible, wave were visible,/Snow was visible, friendship too/The word was visible/Water was visible and 

the reflection of objects in the water/The cool shade of cells in the heat of blood/The wet side of life/East of human 

inherent sorrow/The season of idling in the alley of woman/Scent of solitude in the alley of seasons/A fan was 

visible in the summer‟s hand 

 

 
The seed‟s journey to flowering/The ivy‟s journey from house to house/The moon‟s journey into the pond/The 

eruption of the flower of regret from earth/The downpour of young vine from the wall/The rain of dewdrops over the 

sleep‟s bridge/The leap of joy from the swamp of death/The passage of accident from behind word 
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The battle of a hole with the pleasing light/The battle of a stair against the long leg of sun/The battle of solitude with 

a song The beautiful battle of pears against an empty basket/The bloody battle of pomegranate against the jaws/The 

battle of Nazi‟s against the sensitive plant/The battle of a parrot against eloquence/The battle of a forehead against 

the coldness of prayer-stone 

 
The attack of mosque tiles prostrations/The attack of wind to the ascension of soap bubbles/The attack of army of 

butterflies with the pest control program/The attack of dragon flies to the row of pipe installers/The attack of reed 

pens on lead letters/The attack of word to the poet‟s jaw 

 

 
The conquest of century by a poem/The conquest of a garden by a starling/The conquest of an alley by an exchange 

of salutationsThe conquest of a town by three or four wooden horse riders/ The conquest of New year by two dolls 

and a ball 
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A ratchet murdered on the mattress in the afternoon/A story murdered on the mouth of the alley of sleep/A sorrow 

murdered by the command of song/A moonshine murdered by the command of neon light/An oak murdered by the 

government/A melancholy poet murdered by the snowdrop (gole yakh)/The entire face of earth was visible/Order 

walked in the Greek Alley/The bat hooting in the hanging garden/The wind was blowing a sheaf of history‟s straws 

on Kheibar Pass towards east/A boat carrying flowers on the calm Lake Negueen/An eternal lamp was burning at 

the mouth of each street in Banares/I saw people/I saw towns/I saw fields and alleys/I saw water, I saw earth/I saw 

light and darkness/And plants in the light and plants in the darkness/Animals in light, animals in the darkness/And 

man in the light and man in the darkness 

 
I‟m a native of Kashan but/My hometown is not Kashan/My hometown has been lost/Overcome with fever and with 

impatience/I have built another house on the other side of house/In this house I feel closer to the moist obscurity of 

grass/I can hear the garden breathing/And the sound of darkness when dropping from a leaf/And the sound of a light 

coughing from behind a tree/I can hear the sniffing of water at through the crack of each rock/I can hear swallows 

dripping down from the spring‟s ceiling/And the clear sound of opening and closing windows of solitude/And the 

pure sound of love vaguely casting off its skin/And the condensation of longing to fly in the wing/And the cracking 

of the soul‟s resistance/I can hear the sound of footsteps of longing/And the sound of footsteps of blood‟s law in the 

vein/The pulse of dawn in the pigeon‟s well/he heartbeat of Thursday evening/The flow of clove pink in 

thought/The pure neigh of truth from distance/I can hear the blowing of the female/And the sound of the shoe of 

faith in the alley of longing/And the sound of rainfall on the eyelid of the love‟s body/Over the sad music of 

puberty/Over the song of pomegranate groves/And the sound of shattering of glass in the evening the tearing of the 

paper beauty/And filling and refilling of cup of nostalgia from the wind/I am close to the beginning of earth/I pick 

up the pulse of flowers/I am familiar with the wet fate of water and the green habit of the tree/My soul flows 

towards the new direction of objects my soul is young/My soul sometimes coughs from joy/My soul is idle/It counts 

raindrops, the holes in bricks/My soul is sometimes true as a rock on the road 
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I haven‟t seen two poplars to be enemies/I haven‟t seen a willow selling its shade to the ground/The elm tree freely 

bestows its branch to the crow wherever there is a leaf my passion blossoms a poppy bush has bathed me in the flow 

of existence/I know the weight of the dawn like the wing of an insect/I listen to the music of growth like a flowerpot 

like a basketful of fruit I have high fever to ripen/I stand on the border of languor in the tavern/Like a building at the 

edge of the sea I am anxious about the long eternal waves/Sun as much as you want, union as much as you wish, 

multiplication as much as you want 

 

 

 

. 

I am content with an apple/And with smelling of chamomile plant/I am content with a mirror, a pure relationship/I 

won‟t laugh if the balloon bursts/I won‟t laugh if a philosophy halves the moon/I know the flapping found of quail‟s 

wings/The color of bustard‟s belly, footprints of mountain goat/I well know where rhubarbs grow/When starlings 

comes, when partridges sing, 

When falcons die/I know well the meaning of moon in a sleeping desert/Death in the stalks of desire/And 

raspberries of pleasure in the mouth of copulation 
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Life is a pleasant custom/Life wears wings as wide as death/It leaps to the dimensions of love/Life is nothing that 

might from my mind and your mind in the tip of habit‟s shelf/Life is the attraction of a hand that reaps/Life is the 

first black fig in the acrid mouth of summer/Life is the dimension of a tree in the eyes of an insect/Life is the 

experience of bat in the darkness/Life is a strange sense experienced by a migrating bird/Life is the whistling of a 

train ringing in the sleep of a bridge/Life is like looking at a garden through the closed window of an airplane/The 

news of a rocket flying to the space/Touching the solitude of moon/The thought of smelling the flower in other 

planets/Life is washing a plate/Life is finding a penny in the street gutter/Life is the square of the mirror/Life is the 

flower multiplied to eternity/Life is the earth multiplied in our heartbeats/Life is a simple and monotonous geometry 

of breaths/Where I am, let it be so/The sky is mine/The window, thought, air, love, earth is mine/What signifies?/If 

mushrooms of nostalgia/Sometimes grow? 

 

 

 

 

 
I don‟t know/Why some say that the horse is a noble animal, the pigeon is beautiful/And why no vulture dwells in 

any person‟s cage/I wonder why the clover is interior to alfalfa/One must wash eyes, look differently to things words 

must be washed/The word must be wind itself, the word must be the rain itself/One must shut umbrellas/One must 

walk in the rain/One must carry the thought, the recollection in the rain/One must go walk in the rain with all the 

townsfolk/One must see friends in the rain/One must search love in the rain/One must sleep with a woman in the 

rain/One must play in the rain/One must write, talk and plant lotus flowers in the rain/Life is repeated wetting/Life is 

swimming in the pond of present/Let‟s undress/The brook is a step away 

 
 

Let‟s taste light/Let‟s weigh the night of a village, and the dream of a gazelle/Let‟s feel the warmth of the stork‟s 

nest/Let‟s not step on the law of meadow/let‟s open the knot of taste in the vineyard/And open our mouths when the 

moon emerges/Let‟s not say that moon is a bad thing/Let‟s not say that the glowworm is ignorant of the garden‟s 

insight/And bring a basket/Take all this red, all this green/Let‟s eat bread and cheese in mornings/And plant a 

sapling at every pitch of a sentence/And pour the seed of silence between two syllables/Let‟s not read a book in 

which the wind doesn‟t blow/And a book in which the skin of dew is not wet/And a book in which cells are 
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dimensionless/Let‟s not wish the mosquito to fly from the fingertip of nature/Let‟s not wish the leopard to exit from 

the gate of creation/We should understand that life would miss something if now worm existed/And the law of the 

tree would be damaged of no caterpillars existed/And our hands would seek after something if death didn‟t 

exist/Let‟s understand that the living logic of flight would change if there was no light/Let‟s understand that there 

was a vacuum in the thought of seas when no corals were born/And let‟s not ask where are we/Let‟s smell the fresh 

petunias in the hospital/Let‟s not ask where is the jet of fortune/Let‟s not ask why the heart of truth is blue/ Let‟s not 

ask what breeze, what nights enjoyed our forefathers enjoyed/Behind us no living space exists/Behind us sings no 

bird/Behind us now wind blows/Behind us the green window of poplar is shut/Behind us dust has settled over every 

whirligig/Behind us lies the fatigue of history/Behind us the memory of wave pours cold shells of silence 

 

 
Let‟s walk to the beach/Let‟s cast the net in the water/And catch freshness from water/Let‟s pick up a pebble from 

the ground Feel the weight of existence/(Occasionally I have observed the moon descending during fever/And 

reaching the hand of the roof of heaven/I have noticed the goldfinch singing better/Sometimes the wound beneath 

my foot has taught the ups and downs of earth/Sometimes in my sickbed the dimension of the rose has 

multiplied/And the diameter of orange has increased, the radius of lantern too)/And let‟s not fear death/Death is not 

the end of pigeon/Death is not the cricket‟s inversion/Death flows in the mind of acacia/Death dwells in the pleasant 

climate of mind/Death speak of morning within the nature of village night/Death comes into the mouth with the 

bunch of grapes/Death sings in red larynx of throat/Death is responsible for the beauty of butterfly‟s wing Death 

sometimes picks up basis/Death sometimes empties vodka/Death sometimes sit in the shade, watching us and we all 

know The lungs of pleasures is full of oxygen of death/Let‟s not shut the door to living speech of destiny which we 

hear from behind the hedges of sound 

 
Let‟s remove the curtains/Let‟s allow our feeling to drink fresh air/Let‟s allow puberty to dwell under any bush it 

wishes Let‟s allow instinct to play/Let‟s allow all it to take off its shoes and leap over the flowers following 

seasons/Let‟s allow solitude to sing a song/To write something/To go to the street/Let‟s be plain/Let‟s be plain 

whether in front of the teller‟s window or under a tree/It is not our business to fathom the mystery of rose/Perhaps 

our business is to float within the magic of the rose Camp behind wisdom/Wash our hands in the ecstasy of a leaf 

and waling to the table/And be born again when the sun rises in the mornings/Let‟s allow our excitement to fly/Let‟s 

pour water upon the perception of space, color, sound and the window of flowers/Let‟s set heaven between two 

syllables of existence/Let‟s is fill and empty our lungs with eternity/Let‟s lift down the burden of knowledge from 
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the shoulders of the swallow/Let‟s take back our name from the cloud/From the plane tree, mosquito, summer/Let‟s 

mount to the height of kindness of the wet feet of rain/Let‟s open the door open the door to mankind, light, plants 

and inspects/Or business is perhaps/To run between the lotus flower and the century after the sound of truth. 

 
“The last words” 

The science of aesthetics is established when beauty and art reach their lowest levels of existence. In addition, the 

modern aesthetics has declined so much that its problems are now often posed and understood in physiology and 

experimental psychology. However, the enlightenment of 17
th

 and 18
th

 centuries astoundingly now occurs in the 

postmodern world in a way that experiences the magical world and eastern aesthetics after the expansion of 

materialism. 

 

Conclusion 

Nature is mainly a tool to simile the beloved body or detailed praise or the tool for philosophical and ethical 

problems in the classic poem.  It is a tool to provide service for human. In such a utilization and attitude toward 

nature the lasting formula of narcissus =eye, flower= beloved face, violet= hair, cedar=height, etc. are permanently 

repeated in our classic poem. Such an attitude to the nature continued to Nima‟s poems. Nima‟s confrontation with 

nature changes because of his interest in and empathy with nature. In Nima's poetry, the elements of nature, even the 

smallest and most unknown ones, have an active presence, and even appear to be relatively independent presence. 

However, Sepehri represent all the nature in itself. Figured and astonishing nature in Sohrab Sepehri's poetic images 

show this painter-poet artistic presence in nature. This art is not limited only to the painting and tries to revive in the 

poem musical patterns.  

Various images of the free nature with proper descriptions and examples are adopted from the unique characteristics 

of Iranian garden beside the specific descriptions about the constituted elements of these gardens, time-passed 

descriptions, and use of senses in Sepehri‟s poems are seen that are summarized in this article.  
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